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The Adventures of the Krunktastic Four

PAGE ONE

Panel One:

EXT. NIGHT. We see a long shot of a house. The house is a duplex made of red brick. There is a 
concrete porch at the front and there are four rounded entrance ways onto the porch they are all 
blocked off by a black iron gate. There is a big door on the left side of the front house and the 
same door on the right side. There is also a palm tree at the front left of the house beside the 
porch and the driveway is on the other side of the tree. On the right side of the house there is a 
big empty parking lot and a big two story white house to the left of the house. We can see a full 
moon in the sky and a little bit lower we can see a small ball of green fire.

CAPTION
It was a normal college day and on a normal college weekend. There was a somewhat 

normal college party.

SFX
Music coming from the house.

Panel Two:

INT. We see a big room with a pool table on the left. There are couches lined along the right 
corner walls. An entertainment center on the front wall. There is a big doorway in the distance 
leading into another room. We see people playing pool and more people scattered throughout the 
house dancing or standing with drinks and talking. 

SFX
Music coming from the entertainment center.

Panel Three:

KITCHEN. The kitchen is a normal kitchen bt towards the back there is a bar that stops going to 
the left with enough space as a doorway passage that leads to the small room. There is a door on 
the left of that room that leads outside. There is a keg in the kitchen and a crowd of people 
around the keg. Jason is doing a keg stand (someone holds your legs up while you brace yourself
on the keg and some one else pushes the button on the hose and you drink from the hose of the 
keg). Jason is a guy with short black hair and a goatee. He is wearing ripped jeans, black boots, 
black belt, shirtless, and a cowboy hat. His average height and a bit skinny. In with the crowd of 
people Stevie stands in blue jeans, black tennis shoes, a long sleeve green shirt that is scrunched 
to the elbows, and in drinking a coke. Stevie has short black hair and hair just on his chin.

CROWD



Go! Go! Go!

Panel Four:

Same as previous panel except Jason’s feet are on the floor and halfway off the keg wiping his 
mouth.

CROWD
Yeah!!!

Panel Five:

Jason is doing a stance for showing his “muscles.”

JASON
I feel like breaking something! I feel like a bad ass!

Panel Six:

EXT. NIGHT. Same as panel one, but the ball of green fire has gotten closer.

Panel Seven:
A shot of outer space with Earth in the bottom right corner. We see the green flaming meteor 
hurling towards Earth. There is a green fire trail behind the actual rock.

CAPTION
Little did everyone know, that a meteor was burning and hurling right directly to them!

SFX
Burning and Hurling.

PAGE TWO

Panel One:

INT. KITCHEN. Same as Page One Panel One. Now Ollie is standing at the door in the back 
with the door slung open and there is a trail of empty space from him to the keg so we can see 
him clearly through the crowd. Ollie is an average size guy with long blonde hair and his hair is 



stringy and balding at the top. He looks a little old for college. He is wearing a towel as a cape 
and is in a fighting stance with a sword raised in the air.

OLLIE
Sword fight! Who wants to sword fight?!

JASON
Are you drunk?!

OLLIE
Yes! Now who’s fighting?

Panel Two:

Same as previous panel, but now Ollie is pointing to Stevie and Stevie has his hand raised.

OLLIE
Stevie! Choose your sword.

Panel Three:

INT. The room is small and made of mostly red brick like the house and white wood. The right 
of the room there is a door on one wall of the corner and another on the other wall. One the left 
side there is a door and a futon bed in the corner. Guy and Alex and other people are in the room 
smoking. Guy is holding a glass pipe in his right hand. Guy has shoulder length hair that is 
brown and is clean shaven and wears glasses. He is wearing blue jeans black shoes and a black 
Motorhead T-shirt. Alex is a big guy with a little shorter hair than guy. He has a short trim beard. 
He is wearing blue jean shorts, black shoes, and a plan blue shirt. 

GUY
Sin City is the best comic book movie ever!

ALEX
But it was a graphic novel.

GUY
Whatever, it’s still the best.

ALEX
I agree.

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. We are at more of an angle to the right and someone is 
standing at the door with the door open and a drink in there hand.

SOMEONE
Hey, Ollie and Stevie are about to sword fight in the kitchen!



Panel Five:

Same as previous but door is closed and Guy isn’t there.

ALEX
Damnit Ollie! 

GUY
Drunk bastard!

Panel Six:

Same as Panel Three.

GUY
If you were any comic book superhero like character, who would you be?

ALEX
The Hulk and Beast!

Panel Seven:

Same, but Guy has his right arm raised while holding the pipe.

GUY
I would be Hellboy! With my right hand of Doom!

PAGE THREE

Panel One:

EXT. NIGHT. Another angle of the meteor coming towards Earth like Page One Panel Seven, 
but the meteor is much closer.

CAPTION
What will happen? The meteor gets faster and closer!

Panel Two:

EXT. NIGHT. We are behind the house. To the left there is a fence with the two story white 
house beside it. We can also see car ports for the house we are behind. Clare is a short petite girl 
wearing tight black pants, short black shirt and black cutoff gloves. She has long brown hair, 
glasses, and is spinning fire. She has on the gloves that have chains attached with flammable 



balls at the end. The balls are lit and she is spinning them. There are a crowd of people standing 
around drinking and watching her.

CROWD
Oooooooo! Ahhhhhhhh!

Panel Three:

INT. A room of the house. The room that had the entertainment center in the room. There are a 
crowd of people and Greg is in the middle of the room cleaning. Greg is an average size guy with
Hispanic ethnicity. He is wearing blue jeans, a button up shirt, and an apron with yellow rubber 
ducks all over it. Greg is sweeping the floor.

CROWD
Stop cleaning!

GREG
I can’t!

Panel Four:

INT. KITCHEN. Back in the kitchen and we see a crowd in a circle around Ollie in a fighting 
stance with the sword and Stevie with a long slinder sword and a black shirt wrapped around his 
face only showing his eyes, like a ninja mask. Stevie also has a coke can in one of his hands. 

Panel Five:

EXT. NIGHT. Long shot of the house with the green fire ball very close to crashing.

CAPTION
Moments away from total annihilation!!!

Panel Six:

EXT. NIGHT. Shot of the scene out by the carports. The crowd is staring at the meteor and some 
are pointing. Clare is turned facing the meteor with one of the balls still lit and hanging there.

CROWD MEMBER
A meteor is about to kill us all!!!

Panel Seven:

INT. The room with Guy and Alex. Guy has the glass pipe in his right hand and is looking at the 
person at the door. Alex is staring wide eyed at the person at the door. The back right corner door
is open and someone is standing there. We can see the crowd of people outside and a bright green
light covering the ground.

PERSON AT DOOR
Meteor! Get Down!



CROWD
Meteor!

 Panel Eight:

INT. KITCHEN. Stevie and Ollie’s swords are locked together in the air. Someone is standing at 
the back door with the door open. 

PERSON AT DOOR
Agggghhhhhh!!!

Panel Nine:

INT. BATHROOM. Greg is in the bathroom in his outfit and has a broom in one hand and a 
rubber duck in the other. Greg is holding up the duck, squeezing it and looking at it smiling.

SFX
Squeak from duck.

PAGE FOUR

Panel One:

EXT. NIGHT. Long shot of the house, but the flaming meteor has hit the ground now. It crushed 
the house, but didn’t pass the fence. The palm tree still stands. There is green and blue smoke 
circling around. It even has a bit of a glitter look to it. 

SFX
Boom! Crash!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. The dust and fire has settled a lot more. The palm tree is 
burning a little. The whole area is destroyed only where the house was. The house next to it and 
the parking lot and all else is completely normal and untouched. 

CAPTION
Total Annihilation!!!…

Panel Three:



 Close shot of a ruble area of the house. In the midst of the rubble we see a huge glass pipe 
coming out of the ruble. The glass pipe has to be the one Guy was smoking out of earlier, but the 
pipe itself can look however artist see fit. 

CAPTION
Or better?

Panel Four:

Same as previous, but Guy is out of the ruble and attached to that pipe. The pipe has become his 
arm, his shoulder is the bowl of the pipe. Dust is falling off of Guy because he is getting out of 
the ruble. Guy’s glasses are even sill on him and perfect looking. Guy is also way more buff and 
muscles are shown. Alex has come up into the panel from under the ruble right next to Guy. Alex
looks like The Hulk and Beast’s love child. His color is blue because blue is a more dominant 
gene color than green when it comes the color of skin…or fur. 

GUY
The fuck happened?!

ALEX
What a hit man…

Panel Five:

Another area of ruble from the house. This time we see the keg with Jason pulling himself up 
with it. Jason is a lot bigger with muscles showing. He is not wearing a shirt and he is wearing 
big dark sunglasses and a cowboy hat.

JASON
Grumble…

Panel Six:

Another area of the ruble with Ollie lifting himself up with this really big, nice, shiny broad 
sword. He is also a lot bigger with muscles showing. His hair is still ratty looking. Ollie has a 
really cool cape on as well. Stevie is standing next to Ollie drinking a coke. This time Stevie is 
dressed in a black ninja outfit with some red on somewhere. He also has a sword and the holder 
strung across his back. The only part of skin you see are his eyes. 

OLLIE
Good one Stevie…

SFX
Sllluuuurrrrpppp (from Stevie drinking)



Panel Seven:

Another area with Greg coming from the rubble. Greg now looks like Donald Duck, but as a 
rubber duck. 

GREG
Squeaken…

PAGE FIVE

Panel One:

All of the main characters stand together amongst the ruble looking at each other. Clare is also 
there, but she looks the same. 

GUY
So anybody know what the hell is going on?

JASON
Grumble!!!

OLLIE
I don’t know, but I feel awesome!!!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Ollie has his sword raised high in the air and has a big smile 
on his face. We see a bright and shiny gleam from the sword. Alex is pointing at the meteor and 
talking. 

SFX
(The sword)

GGGleeeaaammm!!!

ALEX
Well, That meteor destroyed the house and not us. I can only assume the meteor made us 

the way we are right now.



OLLIE
I’ve got a cool sword and a cape!!!

Panel: Three

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Alex is shrugging his shoulders. Ollie still has his sword up 
high. 

GUY
Well…Are we like superheroes?

ALEX
I don’t know, but I wouldn’t call us superheroes. Maybe special people because we are 
neither heroes, or super in any way.

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Guy is holding up his pipe arm and smiling big. Jason has his 
mouth open wide.

GUY
I’ve got a pipe for an arm!!! I think that’s pretty super!!!

JASON
Krunk!

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGEL ON SCENE. Alex is pointing to Jason and Greg.

ALEX
But what can we do and how did we get this? Why can’t he speak normal words and 

phrases? Why the hell did Greg get turned into that?

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Guy is pointing at Alex with his pipe arm.

GUY
You were talking about being The Hulk and Beast as your superhero, and you look like 

their love child right now…I was smoking a pipe…And Greg…

GREG
Squeak Squeak Squeaker…

Panel Seven:



ANOTHER ANGEL ON SCENE. Ollie is flinging his cape smiling.

GUY
We got “attached” to what we were doing, thinking, feeling, or whatever at the time of 

the meteor hit. And we have muscles!!!

OLLIE
Look at my cape and be amazed!

PAGE SIX

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Guy pointing at the group.

GUY
I have a pipe arm and muscles, you are Beast and Hulk, that sums you up. Greg is a 

rubber duck, I don’t know why and I don’t know what he can do…

GREG
Squeak!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Alex has his hand up and is talking. Everyone looks at him.

ALEX
He was cleaning and playing with a rubber duck. I assume he can clean very well now 

and is very annoyed with his placement right now.

GREG
Squeak Squeaker Sqeakan.

GUY
So you can understand the squeaks…

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGEL ON SCENE. Guy pointing at the group again.

GUY
What about you Jason, besides your muscles? And you Clare?

JASON



Grunt!

ALEX
Was real drunk, thus why he speaks like one. He always felt powerful while drunk, so 

now he is.

Panel Four:

Clare is centered in the panel and has balls of fire “hanging” by her hands.

Panel Five:

Clare is spinning the fire.

GUY
But you did that before.

CLARE
But now I can do it anytime and turn it on and off.

ALEX
That’s pretty fuckin’ cool!

Panel Six:

Ollie is centered and is in a “superhero stance” with his cape and sword looking really cool.

OLLIE
I’ve got a bad ass cape and sword, and I’m powerful! I think we need cool names to go 

with it. I’m Sir Oliver!

Panel Seven:

Guy is close up and pointing and yelling. You can see Alex in the background. 

GUY
That’s a cool cape and sword, but I refuse to call you SIR!!!

ALEX
But that is a really cool cape and sword…



PAGE SEVEN

Panel One:

Ollie is pointing at Guy with the sword and Guy is pointing at Alex.

OLLIE
You will call me SIR and you will like it.

ALEX
Just do it.

GUY
Fine whatever! But I’m Vizzaro, and you’re the Incredible Bulk.

Panel Two:

Ollie has his sword down and is smiling, Alex is shrugging and Guy is looking into the distance.

ALEX
I can deal with that…

GUY
What about Stevie?…Where is he?

Panel Three:

Close up on Guy’s face searching and Stevie’s face is close beside and behind him.

STEVIE
A ninja speaks no words.

Panel Four:

Close up of Guy and Stevie looking at each other. Guy has a terrified look on him because Stevie
scared him.

SFX(Guy)
Aggghhhhh!

GUY
Fucking ninja!

Panel Five:



Stevie sipping a coke and Guy is still calming down and Alex has a bored look and Ollie is 
giving Alex a look.

GUY
How?

ALEX
Fighting with a sword with Ollie…Sir Oliver, and wearing a “ninja mask,” all while 

hyped up on coke…The drink, not…never mind.

Panel Six:

Long Shot of the group as a whole and Guy lifting his arms.

GUY
Ninja Steve, Flare and Ducky!!!

Panel Seven:

Close up on Alex with a strain look on his face, Jason grunting, and ducky looking a little upset.

JASON
Grunt Groan Rabble Moan!!!

GREG
Squeak !

ALEX
And Shiner Branagon because that’s what was in the keg. And Greg is ready to clean 

now. 

Panel Eight:

Ollie holding up is sword and yelling.

OLLIE
Let’s get crackin’!!!

PAGE EIGHT

Panel One:



EXT. DAY. A shot of the house back to normal. It looks as if nothing ever happened. They are all
around the front yard. Stevie is actually up in the palm tree crouching on the top while drinking a
coke of course. Alex lies on the ground playing with the grass. Ollie is in the middle of everyone 
and in a stance of great personal accomplishment dusting off his hands smiling. Jason is sitting 
on the keg while the hose hangs off to the side and is smoking a cigarette. Everyone else is 
scattered about the yard, but Clare isn’t present.

CAPTION
The next day

OLLIE
I think that worked out quite nicely.

JASON
Grunt…Beer!

ALEX
He actually said a word. Of course it would be that one.

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. An angle back behind everyone where we can see the 
sidewalk and the road. Two girls have come from the left side of us. They are somewhat tall and 
very voluptuous. They are wearing sort cut off jean skirts, sandals, sorority shirt, big sunglasses, 
and have little purses. One girl has long blonde hair and the other has long dark hair. The shirts 
can have any sorority Greek symbols on their shirt, but the shirts must have colors like purple, 
pink, blue, and yellow. Very loud and catching colors. At least one of them has to chew gum. 
Ollie looks very excited to see them. 

Panel Three:

Shot of the two sorority sisters and Ollie talking on the sidewalk. Ollie has this weird grin on his 
face, you can’t tell whether he’s excited or plotting against them. 

SISTER 1
I thought you guys would ever get that done.

SISTER 2
Glad you guys decided to clean for once.

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Ollie looking like he is trying to talk smoothly.

OLLIE
Yeah, well we try to keep it clean, and we did all that in just a few hours. It would have 

taken , you know, normal people quite a lot longer. See we’re not normal, because…



Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sister one has an upset look on her face. Ollie is just smiling.

SISTER 1
That’s what I said…I’m glad you got it done quickly.

SISTER 2
So it will stop making us look bad, with all your house mess.

OLLIE
I’m sorry, if you ever want to hang out just let me know and I will be there. That is how 

sorry I am, I’m here to help you with whenever you need hanging out.

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. A more distant shot of the three and the sisters have started 
walking away and Ollie is still smiling. 

SISTER 1
Sure come over anytime

SISTER 2
We’ll get drunk

OLLIE
Awesome…

Panel Seven:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. The girls are closer to their house, which is the one next door, 
and Ollie is staggering back to the yard.

PAGE NINE

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Guy is standing and talking to Ollie. You can see the sisters 
walk down the driveway for next door.

GUY
Don’t frat-anise with the enemy. Those are the Satan Sorority Sisters, we don’t associate 

with them.



Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGEL ON SCENE. Ollie has an awkward look on his face.

OLLIE
Satan Sorority Sisters? Since when do they get cool names? They weren’t there for the 

Meteor Bash.

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Guy is taking to Ollie. Ollie is smiling while holding his 
chest.

GUY
You say that like it was some big party and the meteor was supposed to crash.

OLLIE
Look at us due! We’re awesome! I say that was really big kick ass party! Now what about

our names?

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Long shot of everyone in the yard. 

GUY
For the four of us living in the house?

OLLIE
Yeah!

GREG
Squeak!

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Everyone is thinking about the question.

ALEX (Thought Bubble)
Vizzaro, Ducky, Ninja Steve, and Sir Oliver…

JASON (Thought Bubble)
Beer!

JASON
Krunk!

Panel Six:



ANOTHER ANGEL ON SCENE. Stevie, all of a sudden, is now standing next to Jason pointing 
his sword at him. Stevie’s eyes are big because Jason said the right word.

GUY
What?

JASON (Thought Bubble)
What?…Beer?

JASON
Krunk?!

PAGE TEN

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Stevie still has his sword pointed at Jason and with the other 
hand he holds up four fingers.

JASON (Thought Bubble)
Beer!

JASON
Krunk!

GUY
We should be called Krunk Four?

Panel Two:

A side shot of Guy on the left and Stevie on the right. Stevie is holding up what appears to be a 
comic book to Guy. Stevie is covering half the top of the book with his hand.



GUY
Oh! The Krunktastic Four! Yeah I like it!

Panel Three:

Shot of everyone in the yard and everyone is smiling. Stevie has his arms raised with 
gratefulness. 

ALEX
The Krunktastic Four…That’s cool.

GREG
Squeak!

JASON
Grunt Grumble Krunk!

OLLIE
That’s a fine name. “Hello, I’m Sir Oliver of The Krunktastic Four.”

Panel Four:

A shot of Alex and Jason looking a little sad.

ALEX
What about us? Those of us effected, but don’t live in the house? Me and Jas…Shiner 
Branagan?

JASON
Moan Mumble

Panel Five:

Ollie looks as if he has the perfect solution.

OLLIE
You guys will just go by your own names. Form a team and make your own damn names,

I don’t care. 

Panel Six:

Ollie has a dumbfounded look as a rubber duck hits him in the face.

SFX (The duck hitting his face)
Squeak

Panel Seven:



A shot of Greg/Ducky shrugging. Alex/Bulk’s dialog comes off panel.

SFX (Greg/Ducky)
Squeaken

GREG/DUCKY
Squeaker!

ALEX/BULK
He can throw them randomly and you’re an asshole.

PAGE ELEVEN

Panel One:

A shot of Ollie/Sir Oliver holding his sword to Ducky’s neck. Ducky stares wide eyed and is 
showing sweat marks.

OLLIE/SIR OLIVER
Fucking Duck! I’ll kill you!

GREG/DUCKY
Squeaker Squeak Squeakean!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. We still see Ollie holding up the sword, but now its at Guy‘s 
neck. Alex has an “Oh shit” look on his face and Guy is yelling at Ollie.

ALEX/BULK
Oh shit!

GUY/VIZARRO
Ollie…

OLLIE/SIR OLIVER
Hey!

GUY/VIZARRO
Sir Oliver! Shut up and sit down!



Panel Three:

Ollie is in a relaxed stance and slightly pointing the sword at Greg/Ducky.

OLLIE/OLIVER
Ok fine, but you hit me again and you’re dead.

ALEX/BULK
He lives here.

OLLIE/OLIVER
So?

Panel Four:

A close shot of Ducky panting and steam comes out of his “mouth.” He is staring wide eyed at 
Bulk. Sweat is dripping off of Ducky.

SFX (Ducky)
Squeak squeak squeak

DUCKY
Squeaker Squeak!



PAGE TWELVE

Panel One:

INT. NIGHT. Vizzaro’s room. Vizzaro is trying to examine his pipe arm. 

CAPTION
Later that night

VIZZARO
Where do I put the pot? How do I smoke? Someone help me please!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Shot of Vizzaro looking at his arm and is scared to see Stevie 
right next to him. We can clearly see three open doors. A door on the far left wall where Sir 
Oliver stands. The back wall where Ducky stands, and the far right wall where the door is just 
wide open.

VIZZARO
Damn ninja!

OLIVER
Of course I can help!

DUCKY
Squeak?

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Everyone is crowded around Vizzaro looking at his arm.

VIZZARO
How do I smoke out of this?

OLIVER
I can make you a hole to smoke from. I have a sword.

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is pushing everyone off.



VIZZARO
No no no. It’s attached, I’m sure there is just something I’m supposed to think or say to 

be able to smoke.

OLIVER
I’ll make a hole, it’s no problem.

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE. Vizzaro is holding up his arm and has a determined look on his face. Sir 
Oliver stands in the background holding up his sword.

VIZZARO
Smoke!…Smoke Away!…Doobie On, Smoke On, Puff the Magic Dragon…

OLIVER
I got my sword right here!

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver is close by Vizzaro’s arm holding up the sword to 
poke the pipe. 

VIZZARO
Dance Magic Dance!…No don’t give me a hole!

VIZZARO (Thought Bubble)
I want to smoke, I need to smoke, smoke…

OLIVER
Just be still…

Panel Seven:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver’s sword has gone through Vizzaro’s arm. We see 
the shot of the sword coming towards us through the pipe. On the right side we can see Vizzaro’s
face full of fear. The big section of the pipe for his shoulder is still there, but broken halfway 
down. The other half is flying off. Sir Oliver has a look of fright on his face. And it looks as if it 
is happening in slow motion if that is possible.

SFX (Arm)
Shatter!

VIZZARO
Agggghhhhhhh!!!

OLIVER



Shit.

PAGE THIRTEEN 

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro gives Sir Oliver a look of hatred and anger. Sir Oliver
gives Vizzaro an “Ooops,” look. 

OLIVER
I made you a hole…

VIZZARO
Thanks ya asshole!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro holds up his “nub” and yells. Everyone else is gone 
with their doors closed. The dialog comes from behind their door.

SFX
Slam! (For all three doors)

VIZZARO
What the hell do I do now?!

OLIVER
I don’t know.

DUCKY
Squeak!

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. We see a shot of Vizzaro is slouching down on the bed. To the
right there is a door that is against the front wall on the same corner as the door to Sir Oliver’s 
room. The knock comes from that door.

SFX
Knock knock knock

VIZZARO
What?!

Panel Four:



ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Mike has come through the door and stands halfway in and 
gives Vizzaro a weird look. Mike has ratty jeans, flip flops, a black shirt, chains and such hang 
around the waist of his jeans. Mike looks a bit rough and is holding a pipe in his hand.

MIKE
Hey man! What happened to your…pipe arm?

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Mike is sitting beside Vizzaro on the bed. Vizzaro is sitting up
talking to him.

VIZZARO
You weren’t here for it?

MIKE
No, I was at my parents this weekend. Why?

VIZZARO
A meteor struck the house and we all have cool powers now. I guess you noticed we fixed

the house.

Panel Six

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Mike is blowing out smoke and Vizzaro stares wide eyed at 
the pipe. 

MIKE
That’s cool, and you got a broken pipe arm for your power... It’s whatever.

VIZZARO
Oll…Sir Oliver did it!

MIKE
Smoke?

Panel Seven:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro grabs the pipe with his only arm and has a big grin on
his face.

VIZZARO
Perfect! Thanks!

MIKE
Sir Oliver…Ha…So you want me to make you something better than a fuckin’ glass arm?

Panel Eight:



ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro stares at Mike with excitement. Mike is shrugging.

VIZZARO
Like what? That would be awesome!

MIKE
Yeah, no problem. I can have a fully automatic mechanical arm ready for you tomorrow.

PAGE FOURTEEN

Panel One:

INT. DAY. LIVING ROOM. Everyone in the house and including Clare/Flare, Bulk and Shiner. 
Mike is adjusting the mechanical arm on Vizzaro. Everyone else is watching this happen. 

CAPTION
Tomorrow



MIKE
That should about do her…Let’s try it out.

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Mike has stepped back and Vizzaro stands alone checking out 
his arm.

VIZZARO
This feels cool.

MIKE
All you do is think. It’s like telling your hand to grab something.

Panel Three:

This panel is the size of one panel, but the panel itself is split three ways vertically. Each third 
shows only Vizzaro’s arm doing different things.

Panel 3a:

Vizzaro’s arm with his hand gone and tons of smoke is billowing out of his arm.

Panel 3b:

Vizzaro’s arm is spinning a small lasso with string that comes from his index finger.

Panel 3c:

Vizzaro’s hand is flipping everyone off.

Panel Four:

Vizzaro is smiling and everyone is amazed and jealous. Mike is looking at Vizzaro and is holding
up just his thumb and his pinkie on one of his hands. With is other hand he is pointing to the 
pinkie that is up. We can see Sir Oliver walking off he panel.

VIZZARO
How can I personally smoke from it?

MIKE
Open the top of your pinkie and put the bud inside. Then close the pinkie and start 

sucking your thumb. I’ve already loaded you one.

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is holding his thumb up to his mouth and has his 
pinkie sticking out. A little bit of smoke is coming from his thumb.



MIKE
Yeah it lights itself man. Like a car lighter.

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Bulk has his hand raised and stares wide eyed. Everyone 
stares at him.

BULK
I want a charge! Just stick the end of the arm in my face and blow me!

SHINER
Grumble Mumble!

DUCKY
Squeak?

VIZZARO
What?

Panel Seven:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Bulk is shrugging.

BULK
You know what I mean.

VIZZARO
Okay…

PAGE FIFTEEN

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver and Clay are in the room. Clay is a tall, skinny, 
short blonde hair guy. He is very flamboyant looking is stance and clothing style. Sir Oliver is 
smiling and pointing to Clay.

OLIVER
The sorority sisters next door are throwing a party tonight! Clay told me!

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Everyone looks dumbfounded at Sir Oliver. Except for 
Vizarro who is yelling at him. 

BULK



So?

VIZZARO
The Satan Sorority Sisters?! They are the villains!!!

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver seems upset at the situation.

OLIVER
They aren’t villains! They are hot and want to party!

VIZZARO
If you go over there then you are no longer a part of The Four. 

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE. A face off shot of Sir Oliver and Vizzaro’s face and they are very angry. 
The shot is that the side of Sir Oliver’s face is shown to us and facing Vizzaro’s face that is 
facing him. 

OLIVER
Are you saying your kicking me out of the house because of a party? Who made you 

leader?

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is shrugging, but still angry.

GUY
Yeah! And because next to you I’m older and Ducky can’t speak except squeak. Ninja 

Steve doesn’t want to say shit. So I think I’m qualified!

Panel Six:

Close shot of Sir Oliver very angry and turning red. He is being hit by a rubber duck in the face.

Panel Seven:

Close shot of Ducky standing wide eyed and sweat dripping down his beak. The panel is dark 
except on Ducky. It looks as if a spotlight has been put on Ducky while on a dark stage. 

DUCKY
Squeak Squeak Squeaker Squeaken!!!



PAGE SIXTEEN

Panel One:

Close shot of Sir Oliver reaching behind his back pulling out his sword. He has started to come 
quickly at Ducky. Sir Oliver has a look of anger and virtue.

OLIVER
Aggggghhhhhhh!!! Die Ducky Die!!!

Panel Two:

All we see is a shot of Sir Oliver’s arm with the sword coming down and cutting Ducky’s head. 
Ducky’s head is flying off. Sir Oliver’s sword has gone through the neck at an angle. We can see 
the swoosh marks of the sword coming down. The look on Ducky’s face is one of horror.

Panel Three:

A long shot of everyone staring at Ducky’s head and body lying separately from each other on 
the floor. The stare wide eyed and dropped mouths. We see Sir Oliver’s back kneeling beside 
Ducky’s body. Ninja Steve is kneeling on the other side of the body with a hand on each body 
section.

BULK
He said he didn’t mean to do it, he just thought about it, and it happened.

FLARE



You killed Ducky…

VIZZARO
Son of a bitch…

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Ollie is standing now.

OLIVER
I told him I would do it.

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver has turned around and he is putting his sword away.

OLIVER
Now, you will have to find two more people. I’m out of here!

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Sir Oliver is walking out the door. 

Panel Seven:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Everyone is dumbfounded about what has just happened. 
Ducky’s body has disappeared.

SHINER
Grunt…

BULK
That just happened…

FLARE
Poor Ducky…

VIZZARO
Hey there’s no mess! Everything is still clean, that’s good! Right guys?!



PAGE SEVENTEEN

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is shrugging.

VIZZARO
So you guys want their places in the house and on the team?

Panel Two:

Shot of Bulk and Shiner shrugging.

SHINER
Grunt grumble mumble…

BULK
Yeah why not?

Panel Three:

A shot of everyone in the room. Vizzaro is looking and pointing at Ninja Steve as he has his 
hands together and bowing to Bulk and Shiner. Bulk and Shiner are looking at Ninja Steve.

VIZZARO
Ninja Steve? You approve?

Panel Four:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro has started pacing and everyone is looking at him.

VIZZARO
We have a team of good and evil now. What shall we do with our villains tonight?

Panel Five:



ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Shiner stands straight up and looks excited. The Bulk has the 
same expression on his face.

SHINER
Grunt Groan Growl!

BULK
Have sex with them!…That’s what he said.

Panel Six:

A close up shot of Vizzaro with his finger in the air as if he is showing having an idea. 

VIZZARO
No! A party crash panty raid!



PAGE EIGHTEEN

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Bulk and Shiner have smiles on their faces.

SHINER
Grumble…

BULK
Sounds like fun…When?

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is in a stance of explanation. 

VIZZARO
Tonight while they are having their party. We can make use of our new powers to fight 

evil. Take their panties, leave toilet paper everywhere, and stuff like that.

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Bulk and Shiner have more focus.

SHINER
Grumble Mumble Krunk!

BULK
Cool, but we need to get a keg for Shiner here…A Shiner keg.

Panel Four: 

A NOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro has a confused look on his face. Bulk is pointing to 
Shiner and Shiner is looking at himself smiling.

VIZZARO
A whole Shiner keg just for him?

BULK
Yeah, why not? Look at him, he is a Shiner keg. He can handle a lot more.

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. A long shot of them in the room. Shiner is lighting up a 
cigarette and Ninja Steve is standing in the center holding up a big 24 pack of coke. Flare is 
standing beside him and behind Vizzaro.

BULK



All Steve needs is coke… A Cola.

SHINER
Grunt…

BULK
He needs a lot more cigarettes.

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Flare is close talking to Vizzaro.

FLARE
What about me? What can I do?

VIZZARO
It’s actually hard for you to really use your power because you will start a fire.

PAGE NINETEEN

Panel One:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Flare has a sad look on her face and Vizzaro holds her.

FLARE
I have the coolest power and it’s not safe to use it. Bummer.



GUY
I’m sure there is something you have that we can use. You don’t want to fool around with

this anyway.

Panel Two:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Flare is shrugging.

FLARE
Yeah it is actually kind of stupid.

VIZZARO
See!

Panel Three:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro stands in the center and holds both arms out. Flare has
a sulky look to her. 

VIZZARO
So let’s strategize for tonight!

Panel Four:

INT. NIGHT. Vizzaro, Ninja Steve, Bulk and Shiner are crouched down by a window looking 
through the curtains at the house next door. 

CAPTION
That night

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. We are seeing the house next door through their perspective. 
We see the house at an upward angle through parted curtains and window pane. We can see many
people in the house through the many different windows of the house. In the bottom right 
window we can see Sir Oliver holding up his sword in the kitchen.

OLIVER
I have an awesome sword! Who wants to fight?!

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. The same shot as them crouching, but now they are looking at
each other. Ninja Steve is giving a thumbs up.

VIZZARO
Ready?



SHINER
Grunt!

BULK
Yup

PAGE TWENTY

Panel One:

EXT. NIGHT. They all stand in the front yard of the sorority house. We see their backs looking 
up at the house. Shiner has his keg next to him. There are colorful Greek letters on the top of the 
house as a sign. The house just seems to have it’s own little world nothing like there house. Like 
it’s not really just right next door.

VIZZARO
Sir Oliver and the Satan Sorority Sisters!!!

BULK
Get after it Ninja Steve

Panel Two:



Extreme close up on Ninja Steve’s eyes squinting with determination.

Panel Three:

INT. We are seeing a Sorority girls room. It has mass amounts of pink. There is even a bit of 
pinkish red lighting to it. There is even mist in the air to show that it probably very aromic. Ninja
Steve is kneeling at a dresser with the bottom drawer open. He is stealing a bunch of different 
panties and watching he door as he does so. Have some lines behind his hand showing that his is 
grabbing them quickly.

Panel Four:

EXT. NIGHT. Ninja Steve has tons of different panties in his arms and is standing in front of 
Bulk who is smiling. Shiner is smoking a cigarette and there are a lot of cigarette butts spread 
throughout the yard. 

BULK
You really are a ninja. Put ‘em down and I’ll get started.

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. Vizzaro is holding up his arm that the hand has disappeared.

VIZZARO
Time to roll ‘em!!!

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. A back shot of Vizzaro holding out his arm towards the house.
There is a stream of toilet paper going over the house that is coming from Vizzaro’s arm.

VIZZARO
AhHahahahahahaha!!!



PAGE TWENTY-ONE

Panel One:

EXT. NIGHT. Bulk is laying down some panties on the ground with a purpose. 

Panel Two:

This should be the size of one panel, but split it into three parts vertically, or just have three small
panels, whatever. The panels only focus on Shiner’s mouth hand and cigarette.

Panel 2a:

A lit cigarette in Shiner’s mouth but looks as if it was just lit.

Panel 2b:

The cigarette is basically gone. All that is left is the butt in his mouth and ashes where the 
cigarette used to be.

Panel 2c:

Shiner’s hand flicking the cigarette butt.

Panel Three:



A long shot of the house and what everyone is doing. Vizzaro has done a lot of toilet paper all 
over the house and continues to do so. Bulk has written “ I WAS” so far in the yard with panties. 
Shiner is drinking out of the hose from the keg. Ninja Steve is doing something to the house.

Panel Four:

A shot of all of them facing us and looking around.

VIZZARO
Nice job guys!

Panel Five:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. A long shot behind all of them looking at the house. We can 
see everything outside of the house. There is toilet paper all over the house and trees and such. 
The panties in the yard spell out “I WAS HERE.” We can even see tons of cigarette butts spread 
all over the yard.

BULK
Yeah, they won’t ever mess with us…

VIZZARO
The villains have been stopped thanks to the Krunktasic Four.

SHINER
Krunk!

Panel Six:

ANOTHER ANGLE ON SCENE. A shot of the four of them in a close circle giving high fives in
the center.

THE FOUR
Flame on!



PAGE TWENTY-TWO

Splash Page:

A weird and colorful background with The Krunktastic Four are in a group fighting stance in the 
foreground. It has to be like a parody of group superhero fighting picture. Like The Charlie’s 
Angels stance, even though they aren’t superheroes. 

CAPTION
The day is Krunked thanks to the Krunktastic Four. This is the start of many adventures 

for the four of them. Evil Doers have been done! Villains have been villainated! Stay tuned to 
see them tackle The Real Big Fish on their fishing trip. Bringing a stop to the Loch Nonsense!


